
   

 

 

 

 

 

Curriculum 
Area 

- Naming & labelling items in the world around me (building vocabulary)  

- Requesting favourite items & activities (toys, games and programmes)  

- Using my communication aid or ‘chatting’ during snack and dinner 

- Learning my home routine through context, ‘Now Next and Then’ or symbol timetables  

- Choosing friends and family to Skype/FaceTime using communication aids  

- Describing what I see outside, around the house, through technology  

- Turn taking  

- Have fun with voice sounds together like a conversation 

- Expressing likes and dislikes (explore less favoured items too)  

- Choosing music, food, activities and games for a home party  

- Learning signs together  

- Show my preferences (what I wear, eat, do) 

- Encouraging full sentences when requesting and describing  

- Eye-Spy games 
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- Exploring & describing materials touch (spikey/smooth, hot/cold)  

- Make a sensory story together with toys, textures, visuals etc. ‘Going on a Bear Hunt’ 

- Sharing a story or picture book (YouTube) 

- Sharing and describing pictures on the computer/tablet/mobile phone. Remember to use 
Fiveways website to share photos of my peers at school  

- Matching words to pictures and photos 

- Take photos & look at / “talk” about them together 

- Exploring ‘Letters and Sounds’  

- Making cards for family, friends etc.   

- Sharing DVDs 

- Keeping a photo diary (label if you wish) 

- Colouring sheets 

- Create a shopping list with pictures (printed out & cut up)  

- Cut out words and make own sentences  

- Making marks & writing with different materials; chalk, paint, water / coloured water on 
walls & ground outside etc.   

- Follow a simple symbol recipe  

- Use instruments & home equipment (pots & pans?) to make sequences & rhythms 

- Sing alphabet, letter and popular songs - vocabulary 
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- Create a family band; saucepans, rice shakers – count, pattern & rhythm 

- Choosing & matching with colour – make colour collages 

- Exploring weather and seasonal items  

- Playing skittles 

- Building towers, cardboard boxes, knocking down  

- Nursery rhymes containing numbers 

- Cooking (measuring and weighing ingredients) 

- Following instructions to complete a simple task 

- Counting everyday objects (when preparing food, doing the laundry, tidying)  

- Treasure hunts around the house 

- Hide and seek games: use positional language e.g. in, on under, behind  

- Manipulating items; playdough  

- INSET & jigsaw puzzles 

- Arts and crafts e.g. colour, shape, same / different collages, painting, 3D junk models 

- Role play shopping, money games  

- Sorting and classifying e.g. setting the table 

- Colour by number, dot to dot 

- Activities at set times; e.g. wash hands at 9am  

- Looking at weather charts  

- Creating graphs  

- Sharing a calendar; marking off days of the week  

- Counting and portioning (pasta into a jar, how many peas each etc.)  

- Count downs at the end of activities 

- Searching for shapes around the house 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

- Sensory experiences outside; collect leaves, explore nature, look at animals and bugs 

- Independence in dressing, washing myself etc. 

- Making ‘gloop’ or slime – following instructions  

- Having a picnic (inside and out!) 

- Making sensory bottles together 

- Independence in my hygiene routine (toileting, washing hands, hair, bathing)  

- Feeding myself – use of cutlery 

- Understanding danger in the home (hot/cold, open/closed) 

- Preparing food and drinks 

- Cooking (the process - doesn’t matter what the final food is like!) 

- Regular physical, sensory activities e.g. run, walk, physio balls, swings, bikes, 
trampoline, Nintendo / PlayStation / Wii active games  

- Trying new foods  

- Helping with daily jobs e.g. dish washer, hoover, fold laundry, gardening, washing car 

- Learning a new routine in the day 

- Exploring different genres of music  

- Looking after family pets  

- Recycling  

- Posting letters and cards 

- Regulating myself; Jane Ayre ‘ASD Society’  

 



 
 

 
 
 

 

- Play alongside others e.g. Sensory trays, toys, games, bikes, iPads 

- Den making  

- Sharing and turn taking with favoured items  

- Attending a shared meal or whole family time (exploring texture and taste) 

- Initiating positive communication for social purposes  

- Choosing who I would like to spend time with 

- Exploring across different environments where possible (a game in the kitchen, 
bedroom, garden)  

- Sharing family photos / videos or make a collage of favourite people photos 

- Interaction with pets  

- Dressing up 

- Make a scrap book 

- Make a family tree with photos  

- Keeping my own spaces tidy (bedroom, playroom) 

- Make a gift for someone in the community  

- Guess who games 

- Board games 

- Special things box / space for when I want to be on my own 
 

 

 
 

 
 

-  ‘Wake and Shake’ and dancing time together (see school website)  

- Physical interactions e.g. run & chase in garden / courtyard space, bikes, trampolines, 
physio balls, copying actions  

- Active video games; e.g. Wii, Just Dance  

- Exploring sensory items to music (Tacpac)  

- Yoga 

- ‘Simon says’ / ‘shake your body part’ games  

- Play in the park 

- Massage / quiet relaxation times  

- Manipulating items in my hands; pegs, tools, balls, threading  

- Following fitness videos  

- ‘How long does it take to…’ games  

 

If possible we would love to see what you have been up to when you return to school. 

Taking photos and keeping a diary would be a great way to do this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My body 


